
For almost 40 years, Fiets has been the leading 
monthly in the field of Race and MTB sports 
cycling and the lifestyle that goes with it. Every 
issue informs readers on how to get the most 
out of their hobby, by discussing bicycle gear, 
materials, technology, training, food, touring 
and other complementary subjects. 

Fiets is the largest monthly for active cyclists in 
the Netherlands and Belgium.



 Mainly male readers; 25 to 50 years old

 Highly interested in all things cycling

 Cycling enthusiast, constantly seeking challenges and surpassing set goals

 High education level, above average income

 49% of readers intend to spend more than € 2,000 on a new bicycle 

 Loyal community: 81% has been a subscriber for more than 5 years

Target Audience



Fiets readers
Readers of Fiets are bicycle enthusiasts, either professional or on an 

amateur level, constantly seeking challenges and surpassing set goals.

Fiets magazine
Frequency; 12x a year

Print reach: 148,400 (NPM 2020-III)

Fiets.nl
1,744,027 pageviews p/m

Google Analytics 2019 Q4 t/m 2020 Q3

Fiets newsletter
45,400+ newsletter subscribers;    CTO: 28%, CTR: 12% 

Frequency: weekly on Friday 

Fiets Facebook
27,400+ followers

Fiets Instagram
8,800+ followers

Twitter
8,000+ followers

Facts & figures



Procycling readers
Readers of Procycling are extremely involved with cycling. 
The predominantly male readers are continuously practicing 
bike sports, riding tours and contests, striving to be better by 
improving personal goals. Readers are 18 to 45 years old, in 
good condition and pursuing a healthy lifestyle.

Procycling magazine
Frequency: 6 issues a year
Print reach: 80,000

Procycling is Europe’s number one professional cycling
magazine. We bring the colour, excitement, grit, speed and 
glory of professional road cycling to our readers. Insightful 
articles and authoritative writing from the most respected 
journalists in cycling, combined with breathtaking 
photography which showcases why cycling is more than just 
a sport for many, but part of our sporting culture. As well as 
conducting interviews with the top riders and figureheads in 
the sport, Procycling’s reporters are on the ground 
throughout the racing season, to bring a unique perspective 
on what makes cycling unlike any other sport.

Since 2006 known for the only Official Tour de France Guides 
and since 2010 we have a unique and unparallelled Tour 
Package. 



Special editions
Puzzel & Fiets in collaboration with puzzle 
magazine Denksport

Magazine (7 issues a year)
116,400 print reach

Fietsactief.nl
55,686 pageviews monthly

Newsletter (weekly)
30,000 subscribers

Facebook
1,000+ followers

Region guide (7x  a year)
with local routes, discounts and the best 
destinations for getting off the bike

This is

Custom media



FietsActief | readers

FietsActief is read by about as many men as women. The readers are mostly 
over-60s with an active lifestyle and an income that is above the median. 
Generally they belong to the A, B or C welfare class. FietsActief readers tend 
to go out more than average for a domestic weekend get-away or a longer 
vacation abroad.

Male/Female 60%/40%
Age 50+
Income average to high

FietsActief | Magazine
Frequency: 7 issues a year (including two ‘Bookazines’)
Print reach: 116,400 (NPM 2020-II)

FietsActief.nl
55,686  pageviews p/m
Google Analytics 2019 Q4 up to 2020 Q3

FietsActief | Newsletter
30,000 newsletter subscribers
CTO: 28%  CTR: 15%  Open Rate: 53%
Frequency: weekly on Friday

FietsActief | Facebook
1,000+ followers

| Facts & Figures



Seasons offers inspiration and 

information for those who love pure 

outdoor living. Seasons has been deeply 

rooted in this way of life for 25 years, in 

which peace, space, authenticity and 

wonder are important. Seasons is 

substantively accessible. Enjoy with 

Seasons all the beauty that the seasons 

bring. With fresh harvest from the country 

and pure recipes; special trips and places 

to stay; inspiring country houses and 

decoration ideas; the most beautiful 

gardens; authentic crafts and stories from 

people who are inspired by the outdoors.

Pure living with
the Seasons



Seasons newsletter
59,800 subscribers

Seasons.nl
Pageviews p. month: 157,274

Dit is
Seasons
Facebook
21,100+ followers

Seasons
webshop

Seasons Living

Seasons Diary

Seasons 
Calender

Seasons
Cookbook

Seasons
Reader offers

Seasons magazine
Print reach: 197,300



Seasons readers
Seasons readers embrace rural life as a lifestyle. With a household without 

children or children over 14 years of age, the reader is a homeowner and lives 

in a detached house or a farm, with a large garden. The readers enjoy the great 

outdoors and all the little things that life offers. They have a wide interest and 

are active and socially involved. Authenticity, quality and originality are of great 

importance for the readers.

Age: 30-65 years

Income: above average

Gender: 70% female / 30% male

New growth: 77% female / 23% male

Household: often without children

Publication and reach
Frequency: 12 issues a year

Print reach: 197,300 (NPM 2020-III)

Seasons.nl
157,274 pageviews p/m
Google Analytics 2019 Q4 - 2020 Q3

Seasons newsletter
59,800 newsletter subscribers, CTO: 30%, CTR: 13%
Frequency: every two weeks on Friday (uneven week numbers)

Seasons facebook
21,100+ followers

Seasons Instagram
11,500+ followers

Facts & figures




